
Integrating your production process 

with conveyor systems

Skid Conveyor System

A conveyor system for handling & transferring pallets / skids in Weld, Paint, Assembly & Storage areas 

Modular system consisting of Roller tables, belt lifts & eccentric lifts, cross transfers, turntables, swivel tables 

Factory assembled and tested modules  for easy, quick and error free installation

Our Skid conveyor systems can be integrated with SCADA / Production Control Systems 

DESIGN ARCHITECTURE

An intelligent, state of the art skid conveyor system 

widely used in Weld, Paint, Assembly and Logistics areas 

in Automobile Plants.

Capable of handling component weight upto 3500 kg.

The frame structures are offered in steel ( powder coated 

/ painted ) and stainless steel options depending on end 

application.

Roller tables can be chain driven or belt driven (for 

noiseless and clean operation) with a wide variety of 

rollers made from steel, stainless steel, PU etc

Easy to integrate with lifters, cross transfers, swivel  

table, turntables and other devices to form an integrated 

layout.

CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

PLC control options - Siemens, Mitsubishi, Allen Bradley 

or as per customers choice.

The system can be connected to the SCADA through 

wireless I/O and advanced controls.

It is possible to offer real time communication between 

the skid system and the SCADA and displays that gives 

the I/O status for precise control of the skid  movement.
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System Modules

Turntables are used for turning skids at any angles to facilitate transfer 

/ orientation change. 

Alternatively a swivel table can also be used. 

Easy integration with lift table and roller table is possible.

Turntable / Swivel Table

Cross Traversers are used as a part of any layout suitable to transfer a 

unit for other floor conveyor or form overhead conveyor system. Traverser 

length to suit the layout. Motorised or manual movement possible.

Cross Traverser

Eccentric Lifts are used for lifting skids over small heights and used 

generally in combination with cross transfers for traverse movement of 

skids. Synchronised with cardan shafts for accurate distribution of power 

enabling equal lift on both sides

Eccentric Lift

Roller tables are standardised and can be easily resized to accommodate 

various sizes of skids. Sensors, actuators, guide rollers, subassemblies 

and sensors  required for system integration can be easily mounted at 

various locations on the frame. Pre-engineered for easy assembly onto 

turntables, cross transfers, lift tables etc.

Roller Tables

Belt Lifts are used for 

transferring skids up to 

heights of more than  

15 m with a load of up to 

3500 kg. 

Two special belts are used 

as lifting elements,  

which makes the operation 

smooth and noise free. 

Doesn’t require lubrication 

unlike a chain lifter. 

Its unique column guide 

mechanism dampens 

vibrations and ensures 

high speed transfers as 

high as 80 m/min. 

Special locking 

mechanisms can be 

provided to ensure very 

accurate intermediate 

stops.

Belt Lifts


